


Ahsan is one of Pakistan’s top film and television actor, producer, host, performer, and a 
humanitarian & philanthropist.
His eloquence honed a career that started off in late 90s and since then he has gone on 
to working
in a multitude of 60+ TV dramas to occasional theatre and to cinemas of London and 
Pakistan.

As a successful and adored host, Ahsan has hosted more than 6 reality based shows that 
still
are audiences’ favorite within the country and across the borders.
Asia’s Singing Superstar, the popular Children’s show Knorr Boriyat Buster, Bol Nights 
with Ahsan Khan, 
& Time out with Ahsan Khan are the top shows to his name.



From the Best Actor to the Best Actor in a Negative Role, Ahsan has 
won more than 20 awards and one of his latest achievement was that 
he won Host of The Year 2021 award at the International Pakistan 
Prestige Awards in Turkey.







Udaari has put another feather in Ahsan’s cap!
Pakistani television has not seen a better drama than Udaari in recent 
years, which got recognition on a global front, leading him to bagging his 
first Best Actor in Negative Role Award in 2020.









Goodwill Ambassador for Children’s rights 
in Pakistan

LRBT  Ambassador of 
Sight 100 million meal drive

Certificate of recognition for promoting
children’s right

UK Goodwill Ambassador to Pakistan

Fundraiser organized by the Human Development Foundation in Los Angeles, California.

Brand ambassador for Human 
Development Foundation Ambassador To Promote Sanitation In 

The UAE

Goodwill ambassador for Children’s Literature Festival Punjab Government Child Protection and Welfare Bureau 
Ambassador

When it comes to philanthropic activities, actor and host 
Ahsan Khan has always lent his whole hearted support to 
social causes.
He has been associated with several philanthropic campaigns 
which have shown great impact over people and it is true that 
his influence as a public figure carries enormous weight.







Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Ahsankhanworldstar

Instagram: https://instagram.com/khanahsanofficial

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Ahsankhanuk
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